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Disclaimer 

The contents of this presentation are my own,
and do not necessarily reflect the views and/or
policies of Bristol-Myers Squibb or any other
group with which I am affiliated.
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• BMS experience with the QbD/PAT based PAI
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• Concluding Remarks



What is the goal of a Pre-Approval Inspection? 

• Site readiness for commercial manufacturing

• Quality system in place designed to achieve control over
the facility and manufacturing operations

• Conformance to the marketing application

• The manufacturing is in line with what is in the
application

• Data integrity

• Data generated at the site are authentic, reliable and
accurate

• The associated analytical methods and controls are
adequate to assess process performance and product
quality
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FDA Observations during PAI
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Value to Industry and Patients

• Regulator’s broad experience can help the
industry get valuable advice

• Assurance to patients that the product being
manufactured at the inspected site(s) is of high
quality

• Health Authorities in many countries rely on
major markets approving the drug before
granting approval in their own country

• CPP (Certificate of Pharmaceutical Product)
dependant countries
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Value to Regulators

• Resolve certain review issues related to the marketing

application

• Develop understanding of the process and product

• Discuss the details of control strategy including any PAT based

monitoring, model maintenance and decision trees

• Witness the manufacturing operation and

operationalization of the associated controls

• Discuss plans for trending, tracking, continued process

verification and risk management

• Overall, good learning and training opportunity for the

CMC reviewers
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A Case Study

BMS experience with the QbD/PAT based PAI 
by the EMA and FDA
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Background

• BMS application contained QbD based development
work, including application of PAT for in-process
control and real-time release testing (RTRT)

• The Agencies communicated that the PAI will focus on
elements of QbD and PAT

• There was about 18 months gap between the two PAIs
due to difference in the timing of filing in the EU vs. US

• The marketing application was filed first in the EU
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Preparation for a QbD/PAT Based PAI

• Demonstrate understanding of process and formulation
development (CQAs, CPPs etc.)

• Overall control strategy and quality risk management

• Knowledge Management (SOPs)

• Transfer and documentation of information between
Development and Manufacturing

• How would new information captured and used (trending,
continuous improvement/verification, model maintenance)?

• What will be the mechanism of collaboration between
Development and Manufacturing post-approval?

• Change and deviation management
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Preparation for a QbD/PAT Based PAI

• Incorporation of PAT in the site quality system (SOPs)

• PAT method development, validation, tech transfer and model 
maintenance

• Methods, that will serve as the back-up to PAT

• Correlation data between the PAT method and the back-up 
method

• Sampling, testing and evaluation plan

• Decision trees to support quality events and when to switch to 
conventional release

• QbD/PAT based training of site personnel

• Plans for tracking and trending as part of Product 
robustness plan
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Tablet Manufacturing Process & Control Strategy

Roller Compaction/Granulation

Drug Substance and Excipients

Blending

Final Blending

Tableting (core)

Finished Product (coated)

Blending end point by NIR
(In-process control)

Potency by NIR (Tablet NIR/RTRT)
Tablets sampled at the same time as for 

weight and hardness measurement

End product testing:
ID, Appearance, HPLC (as a back-up to NIR),

Disintegration/dissolution

Control on DS and excipients
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Blending end point by NIR
(for monitoring)



Real-time in-line measurement of the drug blending profile with the rest of the
tablet ingredients.

• Blending step will operate within the verified design space

• Algorithm runs in real time and determines end point

•The blender stops when the blend uniformity is reached as per the set criteria

Initialize algorithm

START BLENDER

Calculate blend 
uniformity

Blend Until
Blend endpoint 

is achieved

Blend Monitoring by NIR
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Tablet NIR for Release Testing

• NIR method to test uncoated (core) tablets for assay (potency)
and content uniformity in support of RTRT

• Large-N acceptance criteria for CU (Bergum, Vukovinsky
Pharmaceutical Technology, November 2010, 72-79)

• One stage counting test

• Count number of results (C) outside 85% to 115% LC

• Criteria: C ≤ 0.03*N

N 100 160 500 1000 5000

C 3 4 15 30 150
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Status of the Marketing Application
at the Time of PAI

EMA

• The PAI was scheduled after receiving D120 list of queries

• This helped BMS prepare better for the PAI

• The CMC reviewer came with the GMP inspectors

FDA

• The PAI was conducted after receiving two rounds of queries but
prior to receiving any queries on DP control and release strategies

• The NDA included two manufacturing sites

• Both sites went through QbD/PAT based inspection, however, the
inspectors were not the same

• PAT reviewer accompanied the GMP inspectors
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Some Common Themes during the PAI

• Prior to start of the PAI, R&D personnel presented salient aspects
of the drug product development and control strategies

• The Agencies discussed site procedures for data storage and
retrieval. Commented that QbD/PAT based inspection needs to
have a robust system for data handling

• Reviewed control procedures related to monitoring, trending and
analyzing manufacturing process

• In-depth review of the two NIR methods (blend NIR for IPC and
tablet NIR for RTRt) and NIR IQ, OQ and PQ reports

• In-depth review of decision trees (when to allow use of HPLC
instead of NIR for market release)
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Some Differences in the Philosophy
or the Approach

Pre-blend NIR

EMA

• The EMA team was appreciative of the fact that some level of control was in-
place as opposed to blindly going to a fixed number of revolution

FDA

• FDA was interested in seeing comparison of blend NIR predicted values with the
thief sampling results

• BMS justified that there is a potential for segregation during thief sampling of
the batch, hence the results may be variable

• Upon further discussion, BMS committed to submitting the data post approval
and FDA agreed

• Post-approval, BMS submitted the data and no further questions were asked
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Some Differences in the Philosophy 
or the Approach

Tablet NIR

EMA

• EMA recommended running HPLC in parallel for sometime due to limited
experience at the commercial site and file RTRT post-approval

FDA

• BMS received a formal list of queries on tablet NIR after the PAI. There were
several method and model related queries

• Requested for raw NIR and HPLC assay values measured on the same tablets

• Expressed concerns regarding the performance of the tablet NIR method
due to availability of limited batch data

• Also expressed concerns regarding robustness of the Large-N approach for
CU and proposed another statistical approach
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BMS Actions Post PAI

EMA

• Along with the responses to the D120 queries, BMS updated the MAA by
removing the tablet NIR for release testing, but kept the details in the
development section

• BMS continued to generate NIR and HPLC data on each batch but the
batches were released by HPLC

• NIR/RTRT with Large-N approach for CU was filed when sufficient
batch data became available and was approved without any
additional questions and another PAI

FDA

• Post-approval, BMS shared with the FDA additional batch data and
received further clarification on the alternate statistical approach for CU

• NIR/RTRT with the alternate statistical approach was approved
without another PAI
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BMS Observations

• Both Agencies recognize the value of QbD and PAT in providing greater
assurance of process performance and product quality

• Receiving NIR related queries from the EMA prior to the PAI was helpful in
preparing for the QbD/PAT based PAI

• Presence of reviewers facilitated a very good learning experience for both
the reviewers and BMS

• R&D presentations were very well received by the reviewers and the
inspectors. It clarified many of the questions they had

• The Site quality system required upgrading to accommodate PAT for 
monitoring and trending of input material, process parameters and 
attributes

• The QbD/PAT based PAI presents its own challenges from the perspective of 
the Site readiness and risk & knowledge management
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Concluding Remarks

• The PAI program plays a critical role during the review of a product

• Strive to send the same personnel to conduct the PAI if multiple
sites are executing the same manufacturing process

• Multiple PAIs of the same site(s) by various Agencies are resource
and time intensive

• The FDA-EMA joint inspection program is a step in the right
direction

• The joint inspection has a potential to reduce the overall time,
cost and resource requirements

However,
• Lack of harmonization across Agencies could be an issue
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